
I Don’t Understand This Internet 
Marketing Stuff – Please Explain 

There might seem to be a lot of differences between the rich, the poor, and the middle class, but 

what if I told you that there was only one idea that the rich use that the other two do not, that 

makes all the difference? 

It’s so simple but so important that when I finally understood it, it changed my life forever. 

I’m going to open your eyes and show you exactly what I mean, and you’ll see why the rich get 

richer, the poor get poorer, and the middle class are getting squeezed out. 

It’s not about what they do, but what they BUY. 

The words are: 

 Income = money you bring in 

 Expenses = money you spend 

These two words are used by the rich, poor, and middle class, but it’s these next two that I 

thought I knew, but blew my mind: 

 Liabilities – Something that costs you money 

 Assets – Something that pays you money 

Poor People 

Poor folks are always complaining they don’t get enough income and that expenses are too high. 

and they buy things that end up costing them even more money. 

Before, I thought an asset was something you own, like a house, a car, or something expensive. 

But that’s only partially true. 

What’s the Difference? 

The rich have a different definition of Assets, and this is the one we’ll be working with: 

 Assets – “Something that pays you money” 



Usually, people call their house an asset, and if you ask an accountant, they’ll tell you it is; but if 

you use these definitions, it can also be a liability, right? 

A house you own but live in COSTS you money, so it’s a liability. 

BUT, a house that you rent to other people and make money from is an ASSET. 

So, a quick review: 

 Income = money you make 

 Expenses = money you spend 

 Liabilities cost you money 

 Assets pay you money. 

Rich People 

Instead of buying STUFF and liabilities with their money, the wealthy buy ASSETS. 

Again, an ASSET is something that PAYS you. 

Once you start buying assets, and you won’t need many, you will start to see what I mean. 

The closest thing I can say is it’s sorta like creating money out of thin air. 

You can actually create an asset in your mind… your thoughts. 

Then you put it in print (or video, or audio, or a speech) and sell it, it brings in MONEY… Over 

and over and over again. 

Create once, sell many times. 

Read that again: Create once, sell many times. 

Memorize it: Create once, sell many times. 

Once you have an Asset and sell it, you will ‘get it’ and be laughing all the way to the bank. 

You can also buy assets that others create and buy the “resell rights” to sell them over and 

over and over again… for life. 

Again, pay for it once and sell it many times. 

You can start small and work up to a big income in short order. 

Read this concept over and over to make sure it sticks in. 



Buy an “Asset“, build an email list of folks interested in buying your “Asset“.  Sell them the 

“Asset” (and related Assets to help them solve their problems).  This will create long term 

income for you. 

Exciting, isn’t it? 

“Assets” like I am speaking of come in different forms 

1. Digital “paper” like this PDF.  Create once, sell many times. 

2. Video files that you create or buy that teach or tell a story or something.  Create once 

(or buy) and sell many times. 

3. Audio files that you create or buy that teach or tell a story or something.  Create once 

(or buy) and sell many times. 

4. Web pages like a blog or sales page or a series of pages that teach or tell a story or 

something.  Again, create once (or buy) and sell many times. 

Are you starting to get the drift? 

You can either turn your knowledge and expertise into an “Asset” or buy an “Asset” from 

someone else (with resell rights) and then sell the “Asset” over and over and over again. 

Things like this sell for anywhere from $1 to $10,000 or more. 

I know people who just sell their expertise for thousands of dollars simply over the phone or a 

Zoom call with no “Asset” other than their knowledge and their speaking voice. 

Talk about creating cash out of thin air!!! 

It’s really the core concept of business; have something you can sell over and over again. 

Ok, take a deep breath and smile from ear to ear… you now know more than 99.999% of the 

world about creating value out of thin air. 

Three more concepts that will have you smiling. 

1. Automation:  Putting together a business selling your Assets that runs in automatic, 24 

hours per day, 7 days a week for 365 days per year… whether you are there or not. 

2. Leverage:  Putting together a business that sells multiple Assets for you all year long.  

From $5 to $50 to $500 and more, you can be selling multiple Assets (in Automatic) 

using this principle without even creating a single product on your own. 

3. Systemization:  This sounds hard… too technical… I can’t do this… I’m out… I can hear 

it now.  Guess what!  It’s SIMPLE!  Easy to set up a system to do all this, one piece at a 

time.  Most of it comes “Done for You”. 



Automation 

We use a simple tool called an autoresponder to send emails to our prospects that sell our 

Assets to them.  Our autoresponder sends emails in two ways:  One, in a preset series that you 

set up once and then everyone gets each email in sequence after that.  In automatic.  24/7/365.  

The other method is for the autoresponder to send an email “Blast” to your list one time at a 

date/time you set it up.  Let’s say you type in an email and tell it to send the email tomorrow at 

1:15 pm to everyone on your list.  Done.  It goes out exactly on time.  In automatic.  You can 

program an email to go out from one minute from now to over a year or more from now and your 

autoresponder will keep track of an do it for you. 

Now you can sell your Assets in other ways too of course.  Social Media, Blogs, Sales pages, 

Video pages, etc.  But selling in automatic is most easily and reliably done by your 

autoresponder. 

Leverage 

Remember how I said you can sell Assets at pretty much any price?   

That’s the leverage part.  You can leverage your sales up by offering something free to entice 

people to join your email list.  Then sell them something low priced that solves one of their 

problems.   

Once they get that and like it, you can sell them higher priced Assets to solve even bigger 

problems for your prospects. 

Once your prospects are on your list, they will get to know you from your emails.  The better 

they get to know you, the more they will like you (hopefully) and they will start to trust you 

more.  Load them up with education in your niche.  Show them you can help solve their 

problems.  Do lots of this for free, offer free training and software, then offer an Asset of yours 

to solve another problem for them. 

Once their trust builds up, they will be more likely to keep buying your Assets from you. Over 

and over and over again.  In automatic.  At higher and higher price points. 

Systemization 

Putting it all together, you will have a business system that runs in automatic 24/7/365 selling 

your Assets in sequence via your automated email system and sales pages. 

For sales pages, you just need a page with your offer.  It can either be one you create or one 

someone creates for you with an affiliate product you have the rights to.  It will be your Asset. 



And you will need a way to take in money, mainly credit cards.  There are systems that you can 

use at little to no cost that again, run in automatic 24/7/365.  They hook up right to your sales 

page with no technical coding or anything.  Credit card processors take a small percentage of 

your sales price, something like 2% to 3% to cover their handling cost.  Then they put the 

remainder of your sales price into your checking or savings account.  In automatic.  24/7/365.  

Whether you are sleeping or are at the beach surfing. 

Although this may sound a bit complicated, it’s not.  Just something you will learn as a new 

business owner to put your business system together to run in automatic. 

Our flagship product is “A New Way to Make Money Online FAST”.  Check it out.  It gives 

you monthly income and “big ticket” sales as well.  And it’s all set up for you to start making 

sales as soon as tomorrow! 

  

Here are some free stuff you will really like! 

1. Free List Building Software. 

2. Free Email Marketing Software. 

3. Free Funnel Builder (Use code on page) 

Enjoy your new automated Business System! 

Fred “The Submarine Guy” Raley 

Fred@SubmarineGuy.com 

(703) 203-4648 

Woodbridge, VA 
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